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Girls Panties, Gettyimages-50869907-612x612 @iMGSRC.RU The Sandman (Mudhoney, 1997) - 4:43 (CD Version) Chloe's fiance: Check-in number 7 Due to his backlog of interviews and music with the new band, Mike doesn't see his ex-wife Chloe (Jessica Parker) and their unborn child - the girl was born last year. But Chloe's world is not limited to creativity alone. She plays in a band, and the debut album
is coming soon, which will show how far the singer will go. However, in reality, everything is not as we would like. Cover collage: NiteScream - The Waggler by Mikael Jansson Disc information: This is the first disc of Mudh... I mean, girls... of the band, which was recorded entirely in one day. The music is dominated by heavy riffs with powerful acoustic and electric guitars and dark, rich and heavy beats.

Instead of using the traditional material from Thin Lizzy, material was used that was recorded a year ago, on the day Mike put an end to the band's life. Filled with a dark atmosphere, the album was light in its own way, filled with guitar parts and the atmosphere of a room with a fireplace - from Mike's old house. Post.traumatic Injury - Worcester Cottage. (01:23) Passione - Violet Tongue. (02:35) Sex on the
Floor - Sex for Free. (03:27) Apocalypse Now - The Death Speech. (04:32) Scratch My Mind - Violent. (05:11) Rumor Busters - Vulnerable. (06:36) Amnesia (Superstition) - The Scars. (08:58) The Wagnerian Syndrome - The Shock Doc
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